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PREFACE

The present Ph.D. research work and entitled "Indo-South African Relations with Special reference to Government Policy on HIV/AIDS" is divided into six chapters. In this first Chapter of this thesis refer to the Historical Background which discuss briefly about relationship between India & South African, HIV AIDS situation India and South Africa as well as global level. It further carries out the characteristics of HIV AIDS, vulnerability factor of HIV AIDS in India & South Africa. Chronology growth and action in India and brief study about the further chapter of this thesis.

Second chapter of this thesis discussed the socio-economic political impact of HIV AIDS in India & South Africa. It carried out impact of HIV AIDS on different aspects of Society such as goverance and public service, slower population growth mutuality, individual and house hold impact on community, Education Health Sector, Agriculture, Production Deographic impact in India and South African. HIV AIDS impact on tourism, political, social, Economic factors often create condition which makes its extremely difficult for populace to change their sexual life styles.

Chapter Third of this thesis Dealt with Political Dimension of use of Mass media/IT Sector increase awareness about HIV AIDS in India and South Africa. Different programm by run by the NACO and states AIDS Control societies, television, Radio Programme 'Jiyo or Jinedo' and 'Jiwan Hain Anmil', National AIDS telephonic helpline print folk media, School Aids Education programme, HIV AIDS Education and Educational Media. In this chapter detailed discuss about the use of Instrument of Information Technology to increase awareness at the different level student, parent, teachers etc.
Chapter Fourth deals, with Government Policy of HIV AIDS in India and South Africa, Government of India have announced a comprehensive A National Policy for prevention and control of the AIDS in India. The National response to the HIV AIDS academic in India was lead by the National AIDS Control Organization (NACO). In South African National AIDS Convention of South African (NACOSA) was established in 1992, the African National Congress (ANC) Government accepted its strategy to fights AIDS in 1994. AIDS activist and Health Professional South Africa including many Government Task initiative at may levels and worked for National and Global level, because of apartheid create gross inequality in Health Care.

Chapter Fifth refer to the implication of the programme and Police India and South Africa in this chapter we discuss about the programme run by the Government of both nation at different level of society. In this chapter we find out that the implication of the project funded by the Government to the International and National NGO's worked in the Field of HIV prevention and increase the awareness about this problem.

In concluding Chapter Six briefly sumrised to the partnership between India & South African on different issues basic and general information and transmission pattern of HIV/AIDS. And global situation, sub-saharan situation as well as India and South African situation. Impact of HIV/AIDS on different Sector of society of both nations. Use of Mass media to increase awareness level among the society to decrease HIV prevalence rate. Different method to use instrument of information technology for different state of Society as well as parent, teacher, students etc. Introduction situation about the Government Policy, launched by the Government of India and South Africa. In this chapter we also concluded to the importance of Policy and Project in relevance of increase awareness about HIV AIDS.